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You are invited to visit the MUEHLMEIER Virtual
Showroom at MarediModa Digital Trade Show
Learn more about innovative M-BraCup Solutions by
MUEHLMEIER

Dear Customer,

after the cancellation of the fair, do not miss the opportunity to reconnect both, customers and
supplier, by revitalizing business relationships and cooperation in a digital form. The virtual show
will be fully operational until April 2021.
You are cordially invited to learn more about the latest innovative B raCup potentials for
Swim- and B eachwear and sustainable solutions .
There is also a presentation of new products in our iconic NOS selection exclusively on
this platform .

Seasonal Highlights

„Friendly to your skin and our planet“: M-iFoam
Discover the benefits of our new toxin-free M-iFoam Padding out
of revolutionary MDI foam…

„Airy Feeling… light pricing“
Our new SPACER BraCups: the highly demanded, new Airy SPACER
Basis for the modern Bra…

„Boost your green competitive edge“
Our sustainable ECO-Optimized BraCups give you a wide scope for
market differentiation by offering your customer a truely
demanded added value…

“Update your use of Swim- and Beachwear
BraCups”
Check out our new double-layer Spacer optimized for your
Swimwear.
Benefit from proven shapes optimized in regards of low water
absorption or fast drying. Optionally with Water Repellent
Treatment.

How to access the Digital Trade Show and the virtual
MUEHLMEIER Showroom …
Just register here:

MarediModa Digital Show
You will get personal access to see new BraCup collections. Select your topics of interest and
then proceed with sample ordering or scheduling your online consultancy with our expert Tamás
Bödöcs.
Do not miss this unique opportunity to learn more about must-have trends and latest product
innovations!

„Let’s get together via Zoom“
We are there for you in interconnected meetings via Zoom.
Get in touch with us and schedule your personal appointment with our expert Tamás Bödöcs:
Phone No.: +49 9635 9219-27
E-mail: tamas.bodocs@muehlmeier.eu

Schedule a meeting

Keep up your high spirits. See you soon.
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